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This document is the 8th may 2018 issue of 
a series of successive strategical studies 
done on a trimestrial basis, started on 
November 2017. Each periodical analysis 
relies on the material evidenced in the 
previous ones to be fully understandable 
and elaborates on already debated 
considerations – thereby updating views, 
introducing new solutions, and going 
deeper into the analysis – a bit like a 
blockchain is valid only given its whole 
history.

Hereafter are intended to be exposed 
research, principles and fundamental 
appreciations about the whole crypto-
sphere, the distributed ledger technologies 
(DLT) last technical evolutions, observed 
use cases, etc. The purpose is to ultimately 
come up with a feeling of reasonably 
exhaustive understanding of what is going 
on overall and with an educated idea 
of what are the underlying forces that 
drive the markets to figure out possible 

scenarios of what may happen in the more 
or less near future.

As a disclaimer

• The present document is a 
personal work performed during free time 
that expresses only my subjective views.

• If despite all the care taken in 
gathering accurate information, some 
errors or lack of precision still are found, 
please accept apologies and get in touch 
with me to signal it.

• Each exercise is more complex 
to do than the previous ones as the DLT 
sphere evolves quickly, always attracting 
more interest.

• In general, no technical analysis 
considerations are to be discussed here – 
such elements are studied apart in other 
documents.
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY



We have expressed the conclusions step by step, but 
to write in a few sentences the main points to retain 
from this study:

Regulations fears have eased but will come back, 
especially as G20 will work on concrete proposals from 
July on. Especially, ICOs will obtain frameworks, and 
KYC issues will continue to focus on requirements from 
officials.

There is clear technical progress, especially in terms of 
governance, scalability, with competition in the nature 
of solutions; next months will be technically very 
interesting

Individuals may not be keen to pour more cash into 
cryptos at it shall first stabilize and recover; banks and 
funds look to be cautious towards cryptos, not taking 
the relay. Ultimately, the global economic situation as 
it may evolve on its own will probably be the parameter 
with the most impact on DLT tokens valuations.

Ultimately, from an investment perspective, the next 
12-18 months may be expected to offer limited or 
disappointing growth in DLT tokens; we may witness 
ups and downs maybe even more severe than the ones 
already experienced in 2018 already, with occasional 
rallies.



GLOBAL MARKET UPDATE

UPDATE ON  THE PAST THREE 
MONTHS

In the last months, we witnessed 
what can be called a crash in DLT 
tokens prices. Global market cap of 
the sphere has been divided by 3,4; 
with typical prices of popular tokens 
falling as much as one fifth, one sixth 
or more of what they were worth early 
January 2018. If this is not a crash, then 
what would be? Even if three months 
later, a minimum point would seem to 
have been reached with a significant 
rebound during April.

Though, a couple hundred billion 
USD total size of the sphere is still 
small in the ocean of financial assets 
valuations. I like to compare it to the 
10 trillion USD order of magnitude 
reached by internet bubble at its burst 
(and fiat money printed since would 
inflate this benchmark). Despite the 
fundamentally different natures of 
both phenomena, the crypto sphere 
has therefore clearly the potential to 
climb higher than last January peak, 
especially if institutional investors start 
to ‘play’ with it (and we will need to 
deep dive into that carefully).

However, still, I would express that 
‘something has been broken’ with this 
crash. Even the most volatility-used 
crypto-investors were blasted on 
January 17th and had to admit that in 
2017, especially at the end “it went too 
high too fast”; so now a sort of new time 
has come.

Many people who entered in all-time-
high periods of November-December 
have experienced much pain in Jan-
Feb-march. Moreover, now, if prices 
fail to recover, these people who lost 
money will be extremely cautious about 
re-entering – if they are not altogether 
disgusted. Moreover, as individuals 
have been the primary source of fresh 
cash in the cryptosystems, if they 
step back and wait to see without 
being replaced by other speculators 
to sustain demand somewhat, then 
prices of DLT tokens will probably 
struggle (with an important caveat: in 
the current situation of usages).

In January and February, crypto 
haters and skeptical of all kinds won 
battles on battles stating how much 
they could not understand how much 
interest could be laid in such an empty 
thing; they have made their points 
and impressed the opinions almost as 
much as the enthusiastic people had 
their show hour just before. Crypto has 
become a matter of (too much) belief 
and (too much) passion: either you are 
into it and believe in its future, or you 
are out (by choice or not), and you will 
discredit it with all your power. So many 
interests are at stake that it is not a 
game anymore, and believers on both 
side contempt each other but now a 
neutral person can hardly decide for 
him or herself which side it will all go. 
Spirits have heated and diverged too 
much and they ought to calm down a 
bit to try to converge back on reality.
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GLOBAL MARKET UPDATE

So, it looks especially difficult as 
of end April / early may figure out 
where the DLT tokens will be heading 
in the next weeks, months, not to 
mention years. Trends have been 
broken. Nevertheless, absolute levels 
reached down are not necessarily 
breaking longer trends. We only have 
what we observed in the past to try 
to extrapolate what may happen, and 
with few previous situations like the 
current one on the records, we have to 
navigate in the unknown.

Well, let’s see if we can think about 
what can happen in the next months.

ARTICULATION OF THE GLOBAL 
ECONOMIC SITUATION

Independently of intrinsic qualities 
or flaws of DCT tokens, their short or 
mid-term fate largely depends from 
dynamics as large as- or larger than- 
them; and in the first place comes the 
global economic growth cycles.

So looking at the technical facts, 
correlation is positive but very low 
between any crypto and classical 
stock indexes such as the S&P500, 
typically below 0,1 (even if there has 
been an increase in this value in the 
last months). Meanwhile, correlation 
is also below 0,1 with gold (and it is 
of course as expected in the 0,5-0,7 
between cryptos).

Interestingly, there is a negative 
correlation (~ -0,2) between volatility 

on for example American stock 
exchange (VIX) and cryptos. This 
means that when stock markets 
become more stables, then cryptos go 
up. Said differently, when there is little 
movement (and thereby opportunities 
to arbitrage) on stocks, people tend to 
turn to an alternative asset class that 
in their views may bring higher returns, 
in what could, therefore, be seen as a 
deliberate run for risk.

This quantifies somehow how 
individuals with spare money to invest 
have struggled to find sufficiently 
appealing return rates in the last period 
and how they have turned to cryptos 
for some of them as an alternative, 
fueling speculation.

Well, observed decorrelation in 
periods of exponential ups and 
downs may not tell what it will be in 
a possibly more stable future, but the 
brutal insight would be to admit that 
fluctuations and possible problems in 
the stocks markets will not have too 
big an impact on DLT tokens valuations 
evolutions.

However, but. What if stock exchanges 
indeed would crash?

Well, by opposition, if they carry on 
their rally (and crash later ;)), then 
the amount of money available in 
the pocket of investors willing to 
diversify and look for returns will keep 
increasing, and the availability of cash 
would likely continue to flow in the 
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high-risk areas, including VC and the DLT tokens.

Early 2018 with indexes of PE/VC also at their highest 
levels, Nasdaq at its all-time high, central banks interest 
rates starting to increase, bankers are encouraging 
their clients to take more risks: one could argue that 
all signs (or alerts) of a stock market peak are out there 
for all to see. Some preliminary shocks on the stocks 
have even been experienced, which would prove it all. 
Speaking for myself, the risk of currently overpriced 
companies shares look far higher than risks of possible 
midterms benefits on holding them.

Whatever reason for stocks to fall, if they do, the 
classical mechanics of events is well known: issues 
to finance businesses, unemployment, individuals 
struggling to pay their debts, household consumption 
down, overproduction & sales down, and looping. So, 
what if this happens, even in light or short type of 
crisis? In my views, if individuals and companies all of 
a sudden have difficulties in finding the cash to finance 
their lives and businesses, speculating into cryptos are 
going to be hit hard. Or at least even if people who 
hold crypto would try to hold them as they are initially 
persons who had spared money they did not need 
(thereby making offer scarce then price hold) at least I 
see hardly fresh money flowing into the system in such 
a situation, so it would definitely be a factor for DLT 
tokens valuations to go down.

So I would find the logic that in the case of an 
economic crisis worldwide, Bitcoin & co will suffer just 
like all the rest, and even more if it has become more 
significant meanwhile. However, let us see now how 
this reasoning may be nuanced:
• If cryptocurrencies are fundamentally 
decorrelated (or negatively correlated) from the stock 

exchange, for instance, if people get conscious that 
they can protect them from fiat money devaluation by 
central banks ‘quantitative easings’ (otherwise call it 
inflation or an artificial dilution of a citizen’s financial 
significance). To push it to the extreme, if one wants to 
protect herself from a failed central state, cryptos are 
already quite an option – look at Venezuela, Cambodia, 
Zimbabwe.

• If Bitcoin end-up being a sort of digital gold 
intrinsically, then it could attract value as a refuge. 
However, one would argue that it is somewhat volatile 
to pretend to play this role – yet

• If coins end up having a concrete utility, due 
to practical usage, may it be in the sense of IT like 
Ethereum or like an ecosystem-captive currency, or as 
a more wider acceptance as an optimized Dash? This, 
to be discussed further.

Otherwise, now that many people investigate 
everything about cryptos and have widely available 
data to test everything, research has been done that 
shows a correlation of Bitcoin with the ‘forward price 
to earnings ratio’ of stocks listed in the S&P 500. What 
can be said from that again is that investors try to look 
for returns and Bitcoin has merely behaved as the 
expectation of gains of investors? Moreover, then that 
if stock drop, hopes will crash even worse, and cryptos 
should reflect that.

So, to sum up, if a more or less violent stock exchange 
thunderstorm takes place tomorrow and crypto 
assets do not fundamentally change in their nature 
and perception in the next year, then the value of DLT 
tokens can be expected to suffer in the next months. 
Otherwise (if the stock exchange crisis happens later 
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on, or is moderate, and if the usage of tokens starts 
to be enjoyable per se, may it be as a hedge against 
inflation) then expectations on prices of tokens will be 
more complex to anticipate.

Even more widely, worldwide geopolitical stability 
influences business climates and investors minds; 
I guess there is little we can say on that apart than 
affairs go their way, Korea seems to ease a little but 
Iran agreement is not, there are ups and downs that 
are a far broader subject than we can cover here. No 
particular red lights, this is all we would retain.

GENERAL INSTANTANEOUS TEMPERATURE

As of the end of April 2017, we can observe a renewed 
enthusiasm for crypto investment. Headlines in the 
specialized press are almost unanimous in publishing 
definite articles again. Skeptical people’s voices for 
the moment are yet not so audible, and they will 
undoubtedly speak again if not fight back.

Similarly, volumes in exchange and especially in 
exchange of futures hit again their high levels, which 
indicates that in a moment of a price increase the 
trend could be upwards. The sustainability and size of 
the movement remain to be seen.
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UPDATE ON THE REGULATORY 
POLICIES

CURRENT GENERAL APPROACHES 
BY GOVERNMENTS

What is striking these days is to observe 
the diversity of regulation consideration 
and enforcement in terms of impact, 
importance, and nature. To give an 
overview of each time, we will focus on 
isolated initiatives:

The American administration is making 
official the addition of blockchain 
addresses on its Specially Designated 
Nationals and Blocked Persons (SDN) 
list. This is a sign that administrations 
are adapting quite quickly to the 
change in technology. To be noted, 
then, this can have a much wider effect. 
If administrations prevent their citizens 
from trading with certain addresses on 
the blockchain, then the tokens that 
address holds are ‘less’ spendable 
than the other regular ones. So, in the 
end, they have less value; and in a case 
when the blockchain is transparent 
and auditable, then the tokens are 
very well identifiable, and their users 
will not be able to get rid of them 
regularly anymore! A sort of then a new 
market for those very tokens could be 
created, where states laws would be 
completely disregarded. This would 
introduce additional complexity to the 
systems and introduces back some 
control from states to the crypto-
monetary system. This is where the 
anti-money-laundering and anti-
terrorism-financing policies will be 
enforced in the crypto sphere.

To be conservative and to avoid any 
trouble, some banks including in the 
USA just close accounts of people 

involved in any cryptocurrency 
activities.

There is an example of a bank in Chile 
being obliged by court judgment to re-
open accounts of crypto exchange: the 
law is as it is, and token trading activity 
does not break the laws, so there is 
no ground to close their access to the 
legacy banking system.

European Union decided like many 
other countries to impose identity 
identification on exchange platforms, 
which wallets belong to who is going 
to be information disclosed to official 
administrations.

Japan is thinking about restricting 
exchanges of privacy-oriented tokens 
such as Monero and Zcash

France changed the tax regime 
applicable to cryptocurrencies value 
gains, to make it a bit less unfavorable 
in fear that DLT talent would fly away 
from home and create then run their 
businesses in Switzerland.

All of this shows that as 
cryptocurrencies are now in the radars 
of regulators, as they start to be part of 
the real world, officials also start to take 
very concrete decisions concerning 
them. The nature of those decisions 
differs widely, in terms of broadness or 
preciseness of the measures, in terms 
of the magnitude of impact, in terms 
of the fields concerned, and in terms 
of openness (or not) that the country 
has already shown it embraces. The 
aspects treated can concern very small 
detail of extending a principle already 
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approach is not yet launched, let alone 
transnational agreements.

Furthermore, we evolve in a globalized 
environment, especially cryptos by 
construction, and so do regulators 
have to admit and take into account 
in their work. Extraterritoriality of laws 
may become a central issue as tokens 
issuance is by nature a decentralized 
venture. As businesses/companies 
have legal existence and a physical 
address, the way they pay taxes and 

liaise with their 
investors will be a 
greater and greater 
deal for States when 
it becomes possible 
to do this based from 
tax heaven. Most 
probably, fierce new 
economic battles 
are going to be 
waged to figure out 
where blockchain 
businesses operate 
and have to 
declare incomes, in 
addition to deciding 
which laws apply 
depending on where 
tokens are listed – if 

this makes any sense at all! Of course, 
it can be thought and developed world 
governance where United-Nations-
Organization-emanated-body could 
collect crypto-taxes and vote budgets 
for the good of the People. However, 
this would still need to be designed 
and defended, and meanwhile, the 
situation is as it is, with countries trying 
to act in the best way to defend their 
interests and hopefully allow their 

applicable by law to cryptocurrencies, 
or can be a general ban of a usage.

We can probably say that measures 
that we see coming to light are ones 
that in a given public administration 
some teams in charge of the specific 
area have been able to instruct and 
push properly. This requires that a given 
team in charge as usual of its perimeter 
realized that it will be impacted by DLT 
early on, understood the technology, 
its implications and forecasted future 
usages / impacts on 
the perimeter, thought 
of the alternatives to 
deal with it from the 
legal point of view, 
proposed one best 
way it could argument, 
and took time to 
validate it with other 
ministries concerned, 
discuss it with foreign 
counterparts. Quite 
a long and tedious 
process indeed, 
depending on the tech 
appetite of the various 
governmental teams, 
and more or less long to 
agree when it requires 
intergovernmental and international 
coordination.

So the regulations being released 
nowadays are the ones that require 
coordination, could be decided 
independently, and they come as they 
are without order due to heterogeneity 
in the maturity of regulatory teams. 
No overall views exist yet, for a 
given government taking a general 

The worldwide 
financial stability has 
confirmed the view 

that cryptocurrencies 
do not threaten the 

global economy. 
Arguably, the crypto 
sphere is too small, 
even more so now 

that the total market 
cap is back in the 

region of 100 billion 
dollars.
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citizens to pursue happiness. Moreover, for these laws 
are needed. It cannot be just a jungle, simply because 
in the J-J. Rousseau sense, humans are in a society that 
is founded by a social contract, and the majority will no 
doubt always agree that one individual cannot spoil the 
others just because he or she has been lucky enough 
at some point in time. However, I am diverging here!
The point is to say that regulations will come 
pragmatically as their need becomes more and more 
urgent in the places and frames concerned. It looks 
somehow that regulation is for most of them attracted 
to a limited number of topics. On the one hand, 
most of the attention is dedicated to ICO, in a race to 
create in the various financial places the conditions 
for the issuance of securities-tokens to be official 
and efficient. Moreover, then, on the other hand, anti-
money laundering and anti-terrorism financing is the 
justification for the regulations emerging to require a 
strict control on DLT token users.

WORLDWIDE COORDINATION

Arguably the most important event of the last three 
months happened the second half of March when 
finance ministers meeting to prepare the G20 summit 
clearly stated that there was no reason to regulate 
Bitcoin and other DLT tokens as it did “not represent 
any threat for the world economic stability.” I have to 
admit that I have been a bit disappointed in this: clear 
legal views on cryptos would have paved the way for 
proper valuation of these assets, that are somehow still 
exotic and in the middle of nowhere due to this refusal 
by finance ministers to qualify them more than that.

Indeed, probably the number one concern and 
source of fear impacting the crypto market in the 
first months of 2018 has been the uncertainty of state 
regulations. Of course, knowing what comes first, 
either downtrend activating all opponents to claim 
their views or pessimistic information causing prices to 
curve is difficult. However, we can recognize that both 

happened at the same time in January, and regulation 
fears fading out can well have caused the rebound, 
whether you believe in tracing curves on graphs or not.

On the one hand, speculators may have thought 
temporarily that no regulation proposal in March was 
good news, but on the other hand, uncertainty remains. 
Moreover, now there is a deadline for July 2018 for 
regulatory proposals – so maybe the anticipated 
impacts will only be delayed!

STATUS OF OFFICIAL INITIATIVES 
TO PASS FIAT ON DLT

Further, than just being adverse to considering cryptos 
as money at all, the general position of central banks 
is to say that there is no need yet for a blockchain fiat 
currency. However, still, some central banks are more 
or less seriously considering to issue their fiat on the 
blockchain, the last of which is Sweden where cash 
payment is becoming very unusual.

Implications of issuing a central bank coin would 
be huge; we cannot in such a paper here study it all. 
However, (and admitting that no ‘public’ crypto comes 
to disrupt central-bank-fiat meanwhile completely) we 
can project that it would renew the relationship between 
citizens and the central bank. Payment solutions would 
have to become a state-provided facility somehow, and 
therefore part of current commercial banks roles would 
become useless. Some innovative monetary policies 
such as ‘helicopter airdrop’ would become possible as 
everyone could have a central bank account. Financial 
services would refocus on their added value but with a 
business model to be completely rethought.

Countries would have different interests in issuing 
their fiat money on DLT. Developed countries would 
maybe do it for efficiency reasons; other may pursue 
capital control; while less advanced countries with 
loose banking systems may turn into the open field for 
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experimentation of usage of public blockchain tokens 
as effective money.

As of today, the perspective of central bankers using 
DLT to issue money is still far away.

CONCLUSION ON THE VARIOUS 
REGULATION FIELDS

Regulators are in charge of various fields; let us see 
what is to be expected from each one.

Status of cryptocurrencies to be legal tenders or not. 
The result here is that very few countries have taken 
a firm position for or against, and most governments 
have declared that cryptos were no legal tender or 
that the sole legal tender on their territory was the fiat 
central bank treasurer signed one. Therefore, strictly 
speaking, Japan Switzerland and Australia are among 
the sole countries where you can legally use crypto 
to buy things. This is unlikely to change in the short 
term. Maybe countries that currently prohibit it will 
change position to neutral, but we hardly see a general 
movement towards recognition of Bitcoin in common 
life, at least not before general usage become even 
possible. Macro-economic implications of generalized 
monetary usage of cryptos can be thought of are 
tremendous as the reader knows, and with no doubt 
will trigger reactions from governments. What seems 
is that the timeframe for that is somewhat delayed, 
depending on the dynamic and extent or adoption by 
the populations.

ICO tokens and more widely, tokenized financial assets 
issuance and exchanges. A great deal of discussion is 
going on on this field right now, to converge hopefully 
on a common understanding of what ICO tokens are, 
what they imply for the issuer and the buyer. Here 
again, some countries have purely banned it, some 
are trying to give them an attractive framework as 
soon as possible them as this can be a competitive 

advantage to welcome businesses. Shortly, as there 
is no real technical issue in this, we can believe that 
ICOs will completely replace IPOs and financial bonds 
emission, so all jurisdictions will end up working with 
it, with variations to more or less make it easy and 
advantageous concerning neighboring jurisdictions. 
ICO status and handling are going to be a burning issue 
in 2018 until it definitively gets mainstream.

The legal value of information stored in a blockchain
 
Again here no technical issue, it is a matter of adapting 
to new technology, and with little financial implications.

Status of cryptocurrencies regarding declaration 
and taxation of capital gains/losses 

Same: nothing especially difficult to handle, but 
competition between nations to attract wealth. 
Moreover, for what is payment of taxes based on 
blockchain and smart contracting each time some 
money is earned somewhere with the States part of it 
receiving its fee, it may come in the future but is again 
technical adaptation to potential ways of doing.

Know Your Customer rules as AML & ATF impositions 
extended to crypto-asset brokers, exchange platforms, 
financial services providers, including potential bans 
on privacy coins. This one is currently a generalized 
concern that is very impacting and has the potential to 
be very much debated between governments and their 
populations. This KYC AML-ATF can lead to fighting 
privacy coins, can be the embryo for total controls of 
capitals by individuals, and can be a way of pressure 
on nations that will want to host the libertarian privacy 
view of blockchain. In the short term though, this is this 
part of the regulation that is going to be the pain point 
for exchanges and users. So KYC issues are going to 
be for quite a time in the focus of regulators in an ever 
debated question to control entirely or not the crypto-
sphere.

Blockchain Quarterly
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Protect citizens against hacking and coins thefts. In the 
order of 10M€ in cryptos are stolen every day in scams 
or hacks. That is over 3 Bn€ a year – it hurts. The position 
may end up being either the user declares himself and 
uses transparent blockchains, and the coins can be 
traced, or he does not and has no recourse from the 
police. Crime prosecution will have to be equipped 
with the means to prosecute offenders in the crypto 
field. They are linking to the previous point.

Prevent capital outflow. This has been mostly true 
for China. One would argue that otherwise, it goes 
against the sense of history. But as and if cryptos gain 
popularity, other countries may see that their population 
escapes the use of the currency used to collect taxes, 
so to prevent depreciation of these assets states might 
start to consider enforcing similar measures, confining 
probably in general ban.

Prevent the ecological catastrophe of electricity waste 
in mining. This looks like a secondary issue still, but 
in the long run, if PoS does not solve some of the 
problems, regulators will have to handle it.

On the long run

Some thoughts on the long run as well: in the current 
trend, cryptocurrencies are being opposed by officials 
because they would supposedly allow for tax evasion 
and criminal activities facilitation. However, this is what 
basic cash is currently allowing. So, there will be a 
touchy future debate about deciding in our societies 
if money circulation should be tracked down, to which 
extent, or if the private sphere extends to payment. 
In Europe with GDPR and other individual privacy 
protection initiatives, full public traced payments is an 
option will surely be fought back: I want to be able to 
invite a woman dining without a risk for my wife to be 
aware of it, I want to have the option to pay for Céline 
Dion concert without my colleagues to make fun of 
me. So if full state control is rejected, this means that 
a frontier will have to be found to be still able to audit 
what businesses do for instance.
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REVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN 
INDUSTRY PLAYERS

MINERS

Not much news to be reported 
under this chapter as far as mining 
is concerned. Profitability must be 
somewhat reduced compared to early 
January, and one could guess that the 
sector is getting a bit concentrated and 
rationalized, and taking into account 
the more or less favorable jurisdictions 
towards them.

Apart from that, no threat in the short 
term on the ability of blockchains 
to mobilize sufficient hash power 
to decentralize the platforms 
satisfactorily.

If I were a miner though, I would start to 
think about what I may do in the future 
with all my calculation power in case of 
a massive conversion to Proof of Stake, 
starting with Ethereum. 

Miners get paid in cryptocurrencies 
and have to pay bills in fiat to their 
utilities, so they are a population that 
has a net offer impact on the market. 
Even if many miners may decide to 
hold their crypto-assets while paying 
a sort of investment in fiat out of their 
patrimony, it still is some money. If you 
count 50€/MWh, on in magnitude 100 
TWh, and if we double the result to take 
into account the cost of infrastructure 
depreciation, we reach 10 Billion €. 
This is not still a few percents of the 
total market cap over the course of one 
year.

EXCHANGE PLATFORMS

The exchange platform business 
market is in the billions already. Let us 
try to estimate it: if you admit a reported 
daily volume of 20 billion € a day, then 
with an average fee of 0,1% on both 
side you end up with 40 M€ per day. 
This multiplied by 365 you have 15 
billion €. What good business!

Coinbase, a Californian exchange, 
would be valued in the range of several 
billion USD already, which is, of course, 
huge but can be estimated consistent 
with this.

Platforms as of currently remain a 
weak point (the weakest?) in the 
whole cryptosystem, with almost 
all of entries into it passing through 
them. Jurisdiction wanting to crack 
down cryptos, do attack exchanges 
first. Burdensome impositions on 
KYC have to be supported primarily 
by exchanges. Furthermore, they are 
more than ever objectives of hackers/
thieves and have huge operational 
problems to accommodate the 
volumes, the amount of traffic to scale 
up while providing a decent service 
level.

According to the news, NASDAQ wishes 
to become a DLT tokens exchange. It 
may prove interesting if it can manage 
to transform in that direction, but it 
looks like a sign of recognition that in 
the future securities and ultimately 
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and as private keys are lost that lock 
forever the crypto assets depending 
on it.
In blockchain with unlimited supply, 
this has less importance, but on Bitcoin 
especially, the loss of coins during the 
time will prove to be an inflationary 
lever.
Out of self-estimation, 5% to 10% of 
coins may already be lost among all 
coins issued on classical blockchains 
(excluding ICOs), so this is a “demand” 
pressure of maybe up to 0.5% per year.
 

forex will be recorded as tokens of 
blockchains.

No big issue to be forecasted shortly 
from exchange owners, it is regulation 
that may complicate their job and the 
users’. 

Crypto exchanges as well get paid at 
least partly in cryptos, so are in the 
same situation, probably adding one 
or two percent more. However, overall, 
not enough to influence the market 
significantly by itself.

HARD FORKS AHEAD

Nothing too special to raise on the 
forking side. The most significant one 
these days is the Monero deciding to 
change the protocol so that it becomes 
impossible to mine it on dedicated 
material that would run out of the 
system individuals, which would be in 
opposition with Montero's philosophy 
to be able to include everyone.

Apart from that, it becomes sort of 
typical for teams to fork for instance 
bitcoin with more or less a good idea, 
and most probably above all the hope 
to become rich when it appreciates — 
not much to say about these initiatives

.MONETARY EROSION

The first actor on supply and demand 
is erosion. Some coins are lost like dust 
in wallets that accumulate out of reach, 
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INVESTMENTS AND USE 
CASES BY INDUSTRY

USAGE OF BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY IN OPERATIONAL 
BUSINESSES OUTSIDE OF THE PURE 
MONETARY DIMENSION

Not sure of the accuracy of the 
figure, but a little less than 2 Bn€ is 
said to be invested into blockchain 
technologies, specifically in research 
and development, almost half of it by 
the financial sector.

As anything that relies on data 
gathering, sharing, storing, treating can 
be linked to the blockchain, virtually all 
kind of businesses can be impacted; 
what is sure is that based on this, all 
sort of youngsters startuppers pretend 
to be magically disrupting everything 
with blockchain just thanks to the use 
of the buzzword. The real impact is 
yet to be proven. However, a powerful 
dynamic no doubt is there.

DLT-based solutions to replace 
conventional solutions to run 
processes face several technical 
limitations: the throughput rate is 
low, the delays of validation times 
are most of the time incompatible 
with business requirements, and the 
amount of information storable in 
the DLTs can only be small because 
of the distributed character. So 
overall, blockchain merely stores and 
manipulates hashes of information in 
a pretty inefficient way. Consequently, 
today after having conducted Proof of 
Concepts, very few companies decide 
to launch in production the related 
blockchain systems.

Nevertheless, on the side of 
advantages, DLT for data manipulation 
provides immutability, consensus 
by construction, un-stoppable 
executions, and built-in auditable value 
manipulation. Moreover, once a system 
is built using DLT, then no third party, in 
theory, is required anymore.

However, this last statement I fear 
needs to be mitigated. Nobody likes 
middlemen, intermediary fees; direct 
interactions is the big hype: known as 
“disintermediation,” “decentralization” 
of everything. 

In DLTs, there is still a fee! May it just 
be the small one that is paid to the 
network to validate the transactions.

If one individual or company 
designs and develops a Uber on the 
blockchain, they will not be doing this 
to kill Uber and for the beauty of the 
free world (well, I bet). They will want 
to eat at the end of the day, pay for 
their efforts to bring the service to the 
market, then ensure the maintenance 
of the platform, bring improvements, 
adapt for compliances when needed, 
etc. This requires again to be paid 
for, and so these people running the 
distributed application become a new 
middle man, nothing less.

Moreover, the best: once you have a 
performing platform, then you have 
a centralized offer and demand once 
again. So you end up with the new 
competition on businesses, that will 
succeed if and only if they are profitable 
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even shortly once scalability is solved, 
nothing will prevent companies from 
implementing their versions of it that 
they would control to use it for their 
information treatments. As long as it 
is “decentralized enough,” what will 
matter is to bring value to the industrial 
processes, as disintermediation is not a 
goal in itself. Maybe it is too pessimistic 
from my side, but at least the debate is 
on to see how it will all organize!

IMEASURE OF OVERALL HYPE 
AND INTERESTS IN DLT AND 

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

After the craziness of 
December 2017, the hype 
has been calmed down 
during T1 2018. In 2017, 
the general public came 
to discover bitcoin and its 
blockchain technology in 
broad considerations. This 
is to say that now almost 
everybody knows that 
there are cryptocurrencies, 
that this thing is new 
and exciting, it has many 
potentials to change our 
lives as a “trust revolution,” 
and it is alternative money. 

Further than that, depending on the 
intellectual background and genuine 
tech interest of a person, he or she will 
have dig a bit deeper, but to a large 
extent, the general public still does 
not know what is behind and sees it as 
quite sophisticated technology.

Then you have the DLT enthusiasts and 

enough to capture the activities from 
current proprietary applications.

It can be debated if in a distant 
future Ubuntu-like communities will 
volunteer to provide same services as 
companies, thereby putting pressures 
on prices of the fees, but shortly, Dapp 
may be the initiative of groups of 
people with lucrative objectives.

One more remark: the interest of the 
“truth in the middle” when blockchain 
is considered for whole ecosystem 
processes (such as 
containers maritime 
transportation for instance) 
implies that several 
industrial actors would 
want to operate together 
with a blockchain, thereby 
choosing potentially to 
make it a private one. 
Confidence in a public 
blockchain that can be 
subject to 51% attack, for 
instance, may be too much 
of a risk (think of military 
processes). Furthermore, 
when confidentiality of 
transactions is required, 
just like in the financial 
sector, private blockchains again are 
more convenient.

So, consequently today, Ethereum 
and the like are not in the situation 
to solve industrial problems thanks 
to DLT. Some more research and 
improvement is needed to keep the 
promise of IT total disruption. Also, 

Spending on 
blockchain 
is projected 
to continue 

growing 
exponentially, 

increasing 
from 0.8 billion 

USD in 2017 
to 1.5 billion in 
2018, to reach 

12 billion in 
2022.
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‘early investors’ opportunists. This is a group of people 
that has grown in size at a measure that the hype 
was inflating, and are now for some convinced to be 
geniuses at the center of the world. After the boom of 
ICOs and popularity of DLT last year, these people that 
had ideas or launched their funds now need to work 
and deliver on the promises they made.

Geographically speaking, the craziness has been the 
fact of Asia in the first place: Japan, Korea, China as long 
as individuals managed to overcome the Party’s grip. 
Demographically speaking, most individuals that have 
engaged in cryptos and DLT ventures are young males. 
Sociologically speaking, they present tech sensibility 
and risk appetite. So the typical person we have painted 
is a 26-year-old Korean man 
working at Samsung in product 
development!

So, from there to what? First, a 
diversification in stakeholders is 
happening. Nerds are not going 
to remain the kings forever in 
the domain; now big companies 
are all aware of it, they are going 
to generalize and increase their 
investigations and find what they 
can do with it. Awareness and 
knowledge are spreading fast. 
Many families have put some 
€ in some tokens, advised to do so by their children. 
Regulators, as we have seen, are working on it.

In the end, it will all depend on what DLT can deliver 
for their users daily. As we have seen, on industrial 
usage of the technology, some work has to be done, 
in making it more efficient, and then in developing and 
promoting the applications themselves. IBM estimate 
three years to have significant systems running. So 
on this side, the hype may indeed cool down a bit, as 
people realize DLT is not going to do magic automation, 

nor immediately nor easily. As for monetary usages, it 
may obey to tricky societal mechanisms that we may 
want to study separately at some point in time.

DYNAMICS OF ICOS IN TERMS OF FUNDRAISING

To have an order of magnitudes, these days the flowrate 
of money being poured in ICOs is said to be in the 10-
20 BnUSD per year. This is still small in the field of all 
companies general business financing, even though 
most companies using it are a start-up with a toilet-
white-paper that are worth close to nothing, merely an 
expressed idea, and that many are scams that flown 
‘investors’ will discover later on.

Note: Apart from ICO there also exists SAFT, ‘simple 
agreement for future tokens’ 
that is a very blur thing 
especially in views of market 
regulators. People will look as 
to how the SEC classify them: 
they will probably end up being 
securities as well, with no 
difference in legal treatment.

BLOCKCHAIN CREATORS, 
ENTREPRENEURS

Individuals that had the chance 
to mine cryptos early on and 
have loads of them are now 

whales on the market. Their movements can create 
panics or massive rallies. This may ease in the future, 
but their behavior is among the most important on the 
markets, while we know almost nothing about them, 
due to the sufficient anonymity that the cryptos provide.

Note that ICO tokens are something else, as they 
confine to being business interests, to be handled as 
such. However, in case of heavy distrust in cryptos, 
these individuals may decide to escape and further 
push a downturn.

We still believe that suitable 
start-ups may arrive and 
conquer the market with 

packaged and easy-to-use 
smart-contracted insurance 
policies, where customers 

will have much more direct 
interaction with the underlying 

smart contract.
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Overall, the behavior of this class of people shall 
indicate the deep direction where cryptos are heading. 
If they hold and trust their choices, it will likely give 
something in the end, otherwise not. Sadly, no study is 
readily available on these individuals to provide a taste 
of what they think!

WHAT DO INVESTORS OR SPECULATORS SEEK IN 
THE VARIOUS CRYPTOS?

Foremost, they are seeking anything from decent to 
outstanding returns for their capitals. Certainty not 
to miss out the train in case cryptocurrencies end up 
mainstream; in other words, hedge against the risk to 
buy much more expensive cryptos later when their 
usage would be generalized. Also, they hedge against 
traditional fiat currencies that central banks keep 
depreciating to fund for public expenses sustainability
. 
Investment in crypto can help to diversify as holding 
it for just a new asset class. Moreover, finally, usage of 
the tokens for real that is to may it be as a payment 
method, as a captive mean of transferring value in an 
ecosystem or to making VM run on the platform to 
register and process data. To a lesser extent, tech fun 
and commitment into decentralization / libertarian 
views.

So out of all this, genuine usage is completely minor; 
supporting alternative financial system is an excellent 
trigger but not the core motivation of actors, and 
definitely, the hope for projected values of tokens in 
several folds of their current value is what almost purely 
has driven the market in the last 18 months at least.
Hedging the case that cryptos take off big time or 
diversification pure purpose might be enough a 
motivation for hedge funds and investment funds to at 
least start to look for a fraction of their assets at what 
they could do. Moreover, even a fraction of theses AuM 
could be very significant.

Now, as a remark, we would probably all agree that all 
this speculative driven hysteria will be a bubble except 
if the use of tokens for what they are aimed at finally 
takes off and more or less correctly ends up explaining 
the intrinsic value laid in the sums of tokens available 
on the markets. The question is therefore if and when 
this may come. The fact that so many people believe 
in this is of little importance if the people who do not 
hold political power and crack down on it at the instant 
that they realize that the power may escape from 
them. However, as “normal usages” can be expected 
to remain quite low still in the next few months, this 
means that it is speculation and financial investments 
considerations that are to drive DLT tokens prices for 
some more time.

INDIVIDUALS ACTING FOR THEMSELVES

Most of the cash inflow witnessed in 2017 is likely to have 
been actions from individuals. More or less rich, with 
bigger or smaller entry tickets, ranging from billionaires 
curious to give it a try to students spending their nights 
working on technical analysis to capture growth. It has 
been people from all origins and countries that have 
blown in the sphere.

Forecasting the amount of money that can come 
further from this category of people may prove difficult. 
Many people have been hurt badly in the downturn, 
so if cryptos fail to overcome the last 830 Billion 
USD market cap peak, this source of cash should be 
expected to remain very cautious.

More dramatically even, as the speculative interest 
was the predominant interest up to now, any shortage 
of economic growth (especially if the stock exchange 
does correctly in the next months) should have an 
impact in this force of demand, and transform it in a 
source of the offer.
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However, we have to recognize too, that if the usage 
of the coins for themselves take off, then adoption by 
individuals have the potential to make some tokens 
skyrocket again.

PRIVATE BANKERS AND CLASSICAL INVESTMENT 
FUNDS OR HEDGE FUNDS

Here is the Big Unknown that may decide, or not, 
a further rally in the crypto markets. Up to now, big 
banks and financial institutions have been rather 
critics towards cryptos while they 
acknowledge the emergence of it, 
and discretely charged their trading 
teams and customer management 
to check what could be done out of 
it.

If these actors were to embrace a 
more systematical, or even more 
industrial approach to the new asset 
class, then it would trigger a net 
capital inflow into the sector. How to 
estimate this is very tricky. For now, 
reports show that asset managers are watching, but 
none is jumping into the water. Even Goldman Sachs 
opening a trading position in cryptos looks much more 
like researching and practicing than entering full speed 
in the market.

These actors are interested in potential profits, and 
nothing else. It is neither technology nor use of the 
tokens; just speculation. So they will enter the markets 
if their teams in charge manage to convince their senior 
presidents that exceptional projected returns justify the 
risk taken. Moreover, their standards are already high!

Banks and funds are aware of crypto assets for way 
longer than the general population. Why is it that they 
had mostly chosen not to enter it before when it was 
at much lower prices than today, and to make a profit?

Probably some of it has to see with uncertainty in 
regulations, and lack of habits/facility to hold and 
manipulate these assets. In this sense, the more 
regulatory framework could help banks to invest in 
cryptos. Moreover, while this will happen for ICO tokens, 
the other tokens are another whole story.

The mindset that such UFA (Unidentified Flying Asset) 
could not change their way of doing may be in cause, 
too.

However, more than that, I bet that 
at least some must have reviewed 
it properly seriously. Moreover, they 
must have judged it too risky for the 
expected return. So, if they judged it 
like this in the earlier times when it 
was so cheap, how will these same 
investment committees judge them 
now? Even worse?

Then, the current volatility of DLT 
tokens is just too big for pension 
funds or insurers to even consider 

going into it.

From what the heads of these institutions have almost 
all been consistently claiming, we can doubt that they 
will full willingly engage into cryptos. Among their 
teams, there are going to be pros and opponents to any 
crypto investment strategy. It is difficult for humans to 
accept to change an opinion once they have engaged 
for a long time in a position.

Another scheme could be that institutional investors 
pour money into the crypto sphere because their 
clients ask them to do so, nevertheless, a crisis arrive 
and that altogether individuals and institutions stop 
entering and the bubble bursts only then.

Initiatives to develop 
and use a common 

infrastructure across 
the shipping industry 
are emerging, in what 

can be considered as a 
typical case of sectorial 

“coopetition.” 
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Let’s be cautious: investors coming in can play it long 
or can play it short. The genius G. Soros entering the 
sphere lately is known for having played with success 
the fall of the British pound.

To conclude, it is difficult to decide if ‘traditional’ banks 
and funds will have an appetite for cryptos in the 
next times. I would bet that we will see some real-
environment experimentations by the fund managers, 
but they will probably keep a distance with cryptos for 
another year

CRYPTOCURRENCIES DEDICATED FUNDS

Dedicated crypto funds have multiplied since the 
boom of crypto assets in 2017. They will act in the name 
of wealthy individuals, other funds or for themselves.

By definition, they are here to allow their customers to 
invest in DLT tokens, choose the coins carefully, and 
hold them more or less dynamically. So, logically, these 
actors may end up playing more of a stabilization and 
cleaning role than it could first appear. Apart from in 
case of a severe downturn, they should act as a source 
of demand rather than the opposite.

It is difficult to estimate how much such funds already 
weight. Probably already a couple of tens of billions 
USD… One-tenth of the sphere? This is completely 
blind guess from my part, I admit.

PE/VC PROFESSIONALS

PE/VC activity is itself deeply impacted by DLT since 
the new way to raise funds for start-ups has been 
invented through ICOs.

Some PE/VC cabinets may have participated in such 
ICOs, but we should consider this as quite abnormal 
and insignificant. Given the average poor quality of the 
various whitepapers and the huge amount of money 

overvaluing the teams holding them, it is highly unlikely 
that any right-minded PE/VC professional would have 
agreed to pay such high prices.

This may change in the future, but as of today, these 
principles remain valid, and PE/VC shall not be 
expected to be a significant part of the demand for 
tokens.

CONCLUSION

Consequently, what is the fresh cash flow-rate entering 
or leaving the crypto-assets sphere; who is investing, 
who are divesting, where is the money coming from or 
going into in the real world?

It is still as difficult to have a documented quantitative 
idea about how much cash is entering or leaving the 
crypto-sphere per day, let alone from which origin and 
belonging to which population.

DLT tokens exchange values depend almost 
exclusively from the offer/demand equilibrium at any 
point in time. Therefore, we can just say that in 2017, 
much cash entered the sphere, and in early 2018, the 
imbalance reversed.

For the next few weeks or months, honestly, I would 
hardly see a renewed great inflow of an individual’s 
money. The sole significant cash entry in cryptos that 
is possible would come from institutions, but they look 
to be still mild about the idea. Consequently, cash 
inflow/outflow could primarily depend on economic 
expansion or contraction. Noncorrelation until now 
may have been due to the relatively small significance 
of the crypto sphere during its huge development.
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TRENDS BY CRYPTO-ASSET CLASS

CURRENCY-FOCUSED DLT TOKENS

Generally speaking, the tokens that 
target a purely monetary outreach are 
the most difficult to project in near or 
further future. So many contradictory 
forecasts are published daily by 
supposedly experts, from value 
multiplication by 20 to a division by 10 in 
the course of the year, that it is difficult 
to judge for real what may 
be the deep feeling of 
actors and ultimate usage 
of the very tokens that aim 
by definition to replace fiat 
cash, or live in parallel to it.

Even if nice applications 
to spend cryptos directly 
in everyday shops do 
not make it due to 
regulations, enrollment 
of shop owners, etc., then 
innovative alternatives 
such as TenX and Monaco 
will allow crypto holders 
to do almost just that very 
conveniently. Furthermore, except 
for cryptographic cracking, no-one 
is going to kill DLT tokens, despite 
repeated calls from some bankers to 
say that most will be wiped out of the 
surface of the earth. As long as a node 
is running, distributed ledgers will carry 
on.

As long as KYC can be sustainable 
enforced crypto-gold and crypto-cash 
look will be admitted by regulators. 
Then their evolution in price will 
depend on the use that can be 

projected of them, and if there is a 
sustained demand for cryptos.

Digital gold
See above

Digital cash
See above

Digital cash with a focus on anonymity
Monero, ZCash and the 
like are being looked with 
scrutiny by legislators that 
are puzzled by the affinity 
terrorists and traffics of all 
kinds can have with it.

Precisely for this reason, 
these cryptocurrencies 
may have an intrinsic value 
of their own; but sadly, 
they may face successive 
actions that will affect 
them in the next months.

PLATFORM TOKENS

On the platform, tokens are expected 
the most innovation, especially in 
terms of scalability and governance. 
The best can be expected to survive 
with no problem, but the fair price of 
the tokens is a whole complicated 
debate.

The value of platform tokens today 
cannot be explained by their utility 
value; investors project already more, 
i.e., the monetary mass that is going 
to be turning on the DL ultimately 
and competing thereby with the 

We introduce 
the concept 
of “crypto-

asset class” 
classifying 

crypto-assets 
based on their 

final usage, 
functionalities 

or 
combination of 
functionalities.
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TOKENIZED ASSETS

These should be treated just as the 
collaterals.

One important caveat: if tokenized 
gold brings precious metals in use for 
everyday money again, it may cause 
the price of the collateral commodity 
altogether to rise!

pure cryptocurrencies on this matter. 
It may come in order: first pure 
cryptocurrencies, then smart-contract 
enabled platforms.

General utility smart contracting 
platforms

Asset management utility platforms
If all the derivatives instruments 
valuation comes to be played on 
those platforms, there is perhaps the 
potential for 1000 trillion €.

Various natures of platforms 
(including smart contracting or not)

Captive eco-system tokens
Depends on the success of the 
ecosystem, where the use of the DLT 
tokens can be a competitive advantage; 
so to be looked at on a case by case 
basis.

ICO TOKENS

Lead by US SEC, it looks that pre-mined 
ICOed tokens such as Ether and Ripple 
will have to be considered securities, 
thereby facing significant trouble for 
their owners to register properly and 
for the companies or foundations to 
comply with laws...

Then the issuance of tokens as 
fundraising will most probably turn into 
a fully accepted way of doing it, gain 
in popularity and usage, bypassing 
stock exchanges and entering a new 
era of asset/equity/bond creation and 
manipulation.
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LATEST ADVANCEMENTS IN DLT 
TECHNOLOGIES

The technical aspects have been 
extensively discussed in the previous 
strategic review of 2018T1. Please refer 
to it extensively.

CONSENSUS MODES AND 
GOVERNANCE

Here is what news has come in the 
field of raising the throughput rates of 
the main blockchains.

BTC's Lightning Network
A main-net and wallet applications 
have been launched in April. LN 
promises to reduce fees to an 
insignificant level, while allowing 
thousands of transactions per second, 
treated instantaneously.

Just to recall the principle, it starts with 
pairs of individuals opening “payment 
channels,” declaring both that they pay 
an amount of BTC that they decide to 
the channel. This creation is recorded 
on the main bitcoin network, and the 
BTC concerned are blocked on the 
main-net. Then when a pair of LN 
users transact between themselves 
BTC payments, the transaction is 
made on the sidechain, not anymore 
on main BTC blockchain. To become 
very powerful, it would then require 
many individuals to open channels 
so that the network can find a route 
between two individuals otherwise 
not knowing each other (with onion 
encryption within the network) when 
the channel is closed, the balance of 
BTC remaining returns to the main BTC 
net. It seems that all of this is dealt with 

in smart contracts running on a private 
blockchain operated by LN service 
provider.

In the case of wide adoption, this 
solution has the potential to be a game 
changer. At least it is in my view much 
more credible in addressing scalability 
issues than increasing the block 
size, finding free bytes to use on it or 
reducing the time between blocks.
Nota: bitcoin network as is limited to 
~200 million transactions per year, so if 
1 billion people want to open channels 
or close one per year, then there will 
still be a bottleneck on the main net.
Meanwhile, other initiatives on BTC 
mainnet progress too, with more 
acceptance being observed for 
SegWit.

Choice of PoS versus PoW is way better 
for scalability purposes, as highlighted 
by Cardano’s researchers, to range 
in the several thousand as already 
proven on NEM. It looks like Cardano’s 
innovation in scalability is linked with a 
specific implication of PoS; it remains 
to be quantified as so far too few 
information is available.

Etherium 
Ethereum’s work on sharding looks 
to be progressing, with V. Buterin 
announcing in April that “it is coming.”

To tackle the principle of sharding, 
associated addresses and the state 
database are going to be split into 
shards, and some nodes are going to 
be collators, in so that they are going to 
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receive transactions for a given shard. 
Also, so each shard is going to have its 
chain of transactions concerning it. The 
main chain will be there to collect all the 
headers of all the shards. Challenges 
to solve are numerous. One should try 
keeping each shard safe from attacks, 
especially in PoW mode

Allowing cross-shard 
communications, as 
soon as a transaction 
triggers contracts 
that will want to send 
consequences to 
address in different 
shards; this may be 
detailed in the next 
weeks/months, but 
we can assume that if 
Ethereum foundation 
is confident about sharding, they 
must have made satisfactory signs 
of progress on this, most probably 
through a mechanism of one shard 
emitting a receipt request from the 
other shard concerned, and receive a 
receipt consumption when transaction 
is complete (thereby increasing the 
traffic of information overall).

Ethereum is even considering further 
shards of shards (quadratic sharding) 
if one day necessary to scale up some 
more.

Ethereum used to have a project 
linked with the Raiden Network, that 
is a sort of lightning network solution 
for Ethereum (“multi-hub transfers off 
the chain”). It looks like a second tier 

development compared to sharding 
right now. Research on Cardano was 
also considering having several chains 
running in parallel, synchronized in 
epochs. However, no further disclosure 
is available to comment further.

To understand what options are being 
studied, let us see 
what high throughput 
blockchains have 
made as choices 
to precisely reach 
the thousands of 
transactions per 
second already.

To start with the 
basics, Bitcoin and 
Ethereum as they 
are today scale 

differently because Bitcoin sets the 
average time between blocks at 10min 
vs. 15s on Ethereum, and block size 
is fixed 1MByte on Bitcoin whereas 
miners can choose to adapt it by 
voting on Ethereum. These choices 
that are probably over-conservative 
on Bitcoin are explained by the 
propagation time on the peer to peer 
networks underlying; so when block 
time decreases, there is less time for 
nodes to be aware of the canonical 
status of the chain, and potentially 
more competing forks will appear; and 
when to block size increases, it takes 
more time for participants to download 
the data before mining the next block, 
which in fact may disqualify nodes 
that not the most fastly connected/
located far. By choosing more scaling 

To ensure further 
adoption of the 

various technical 
solutions, a user-

friendly packaging 
is very much needed 
to allow the public to 
seamlessly enter the 

ecosystems.
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values, Ethereum agrees to have much more uncles 
and wasted has power due to the foundation blocks 
that appear more often and will not be included in the 
blockchain ultimately. Ethereum’s block size increasing 
since last year may reach to the limits of acceptability 
soon enough, making it necessary to bring new 
solutions.

Waves: time is divided into ‘epochs.’ For each epoch, 
a single epoch leader is in charge to serialize state 
machine transitions. Said differently, this means that 
the minor is selected in advance, allowing to get rid 
of the limit in time that on Bitcoin cannot be lowered 
unless participants in the network become incapable 
of downloading the blocks promptly due to latency in 
the network. So this proves that proof of stake algorithm 
can easily lift the throughput rate to the thousands per 
second. The steam that is touted as particularly fast 
works in Delegated Proof of Stake, which has allowed 
it to present itself as superior to others in scalability; 
however the 1000 tx/s again is not sufficient, and the 
chain is being oriented to sidechains networks. Then 
there is also Stratis that has shown high throughput 
rates, and this is again thanks to the adoption of PoS 
early on.

Ripple: first Ripple have just a few seconds between 
blocks, and then it relies on some Proof of Authority, 
as just a “supermajority” of well identified Validating 
Nodes is sufficient to publish the next block; hence 
the very good efficiency of the project as scalability 
is concerned – at the expense of high level of 
disintermediation/decentralization.

Monero: PoW, with adaptive block sizes; limiting factor 
is still the bandwidth of web connections of nodes.

Zilliqa: Is a project aimed at scaling linearly with the 
addition of users, based on sharding and PoW.

Raiblocks: Claims to be almost instantaneous, with no 
fees. It is promoting the use of block-lattice instead 

of blockchain, which means that every account 
has his blockchain=account-chain, that registers all 
transactions regarding this user. The network only 
keeps the list of balances per accounts. So when two 
blockchains dialogue, a “send-transaction” is created 
in the sender’s blockchain, and a “receive-transaction” 
is created in the receiver’s blockchain, sequentially. A 
very small PoW has to be performed just to prevent the 
network from attacks. So the network itself only keep 
track of the balances of accounts. Moreover, whenever 
a verification has to happen, for any reason when a 
consensus issue, it is a Delegated Proof of Stake that 
is used, to solve the conflicts. So from a scaling point 
view, since the transactions are recorded from each 
participant’s point of view, it can be thought to scale to 
infinite. The question is if this works, why do we not hear 
more about it? So probably the resolution of conflicts 
remains a heavy point to solve.

IOTA: This DLT does not have the blockchains issues 
as the consensus is obtained by gossiping on gossips, 
ultimately reaching consensus. The probability that 
a transaction is ultimately declared invalid never 
decreases to zero, but in practice as the network 
grows, consensus principle hold and do not slow the 
execution of transactions.

As a conclusion, right now we can say that apart from 
cosmetic improvements on the time between blocks 
and size of blocks that will help marginally, and the 
intelligent PoS mechanism that will help greatly, the 
real breakthrough to scale potentially to infinite is being 
researched around sharding and sidechain networks. 
Moreover, then there are radically different approaches 
on alternatives DLTs such as acyclic graphs methods 
and blockchain lattices that also scale-up very well.

Overall, scalability issues look about to be overcome, 
even if some more work remains to be done, and this is 
quite encouraging for blockchain as a whole.
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SCALABILITY

Scalability in terms of ledger sizes
In the list of technical issues to be solved for DLTs, the 
ever-growing size of the DL is a big problem, even 
more, if scalability increases drastically. However, this 
has not been a top priority of research yet to be solved.
Consequently, no real progress or positions have 
been taken in the last months regarding pruning, 
compression, checkpoints.

Note: sharding somehow brings a solution also on the 
ledger size by fractioning it.

Scalability in terms of computing capabilities for VM
Once scalability is solved for the part of the transaction, 
logically the computing capacities of deterministic 
state machines are solved as well.

Cardano’s RINA is addressing this issue, to be explored 
in a later study.

INTEROPERABILITY

The concerns about the need to dialog throughout 
various DLTs is growing; a “Blockchain Interoperability 
Alliance” had been created in November 2017.

The purpose would be to standardize some smart 
contract features to allow data exchange across DLTs. 
Ultimately, the interaction between blockchains would 
occur when the two chains that are to communicate 
share a common hash function, under the sidechains 
principles, that some tokens are frozen in the first chain 
sending a transaction on the second chain.

It remains to be seen if developers of a specific 
blockchain will be too enthusiastic about favoring data 
to flow out of their ecosystem. However, provided that 
the standards are available in the protocol of a given 
blockchain, technically it is feasible to imagine it can 
dialogue with counterpart DLTs.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ROBUSTNESS

Another issue that has to be documented regularly 
from now on is the reliability or cryptography used in 
the various DLT to authentic users, and the robustness 
of hash functions. Indeed if the processing power 
of devices continue to increase exponentially as 
Moore’s law was predicting it for a long time already, 
then the safety of the DLT altogether are at risk. 
Quantum computing is another concern.

This cryptographic robustness is not a burning issue, 
with experts declaring bitcoin at risk in the late 2020s 
or 2040, but we should explore more in details in 
subsequent trimestral analysis.

VOLATILITY

The volatility of crypto assets is not a technical 
issue, but a practical economic one. We can do 
nothing but acknowledge that high volatility in price 
is an obstacle to mass adoption of the DLT coins as 
currencies. While this volatility may ease in the mid-
term, some initiatives have been undertaken to try to 
solve it, the so-called stablecoins.

The objective is to create a DLT token whose value 
reflects assets that are perceived as stable, may it be 
fiat currencies like the Euro, or directly consumption 
indexes.

A centralized entity can propose tokens that are 
collateralized, may it be by fiat ownership, precious 
metals (gold) or anything else. This is the easy way 
of doing, and anything can be a support for such 
tokenization to be then swapped just like used to be 
during antiquity.

Alternatively, the emitting entity can be thought of as 
a smart contract that observes the price concerning 
its index, and automatically adjusts the number 
of coins in circulation so that it matches back the 
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objective. Somehow, this becomes completely 
artificial and asks the question how is the value 
stored when coins are sold out by the emitting smart 
contract, and what happens if this envelope is too 
small when it comes to buying back the tokens in 
periods of monetary mass shrinkage. This looks a 
lot like reinventing a central bank, decentralized and 
with no control whatsoever on it. The idea may be 
interesting philosophically, but it remains to see if 
the general public would engage in this.

Moreover, well, what sure is, is that the entities 
behind all this are going to make sure to get paid a 
fee for this stabilization service.

CONCLUSION OF THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

DLT pain-points topics are being actively researched. 
On most of the issues, especially on scalability, good 
progress has already been made in just the last three 
months. In general, we can be optimistic

However, clearly, we are not there yet. All the fresh 
cash that has been poured into the sector in 2017 is 
likely to foster further quick progress, jointly with the 
development of user-friendly interfaces applications.

Real mainstream adoption by the general public could 
happen only then.
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OVERVIEW BY COUNTRY

ASIA
Japan
Regulations in Japan have never 
been made many headlines. 
Cryptocurrencies are still legal and 
widely accepted there; it is among the 
most permissive countries in the world.
Japan’s part in the crypto sphere has 
decreased due to the growth in other 
countries especially in Asia, but it still 
accounts for a great part of the trading
.
The focus from Japanese regulators 
is on KYC, with lately a pressure on 
exchanges to delist privacy-oriented 
currencies.

Main 16 Japanese exchanges are 
federating to issue self-regulating 
principles. Meanwhile, authorities are 
working on ways to allow fundraisings 
through coins offerings.

Another event is that conclusion of 
big trials in tokens thefts have lead 
adjudicators to sell crypto assets in 
large quantities that some have argued 
did destabilize the markets.

The head of the Bank of Japan said that 
there was no need for further regulation 
because cryptos were means of 
investment and speculation, and not 

Here is a country-by-country press-overview of what is happening (with special 
regulatory focus on what official authorities pretend to be doing).

de facto payment methods. Would it 
change in case of wider adoption?

South Korea
It has turned into one of the hottest 
places on earth as far as crypto 
speculation is concerned. In reaction 
to cool down the situation, ICO was 
banned, and rules applicable to 
exchanges were tightened.

Currently, just like in Japan, 14 Korean 
exchanges are working on finishing 
complying with the regulation, mainly 
on KYC. Exchanges have started to 
organize among themselves and 
issued self-imposed principles; 
under this situation, the government 
declared that they would support 
cryptocurrencies transactions and 
enforce the traditional banking sector 
to work within fact the crypto banks. To 
be highlighted, South Korea exchanges 
and individuals have been reported to 
have been attacked by North Korea, 
who stole amounts of digital assets as 
it is dying for liquidities.

China
China used to be at the forefront of 
pretty much everything in the crypto 
space. However, the Party did not allow 
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accept to be distanced.

China
China used to be at the forefront of 
pretty much everything in the crypto 
space. However, the Party did not allow 
the whole technology to escape its grip, 
with regulation passed to prevent Yuan 
to be changed to cryptocurrencies 
thereby ensuring the local’s money 
would not flow away.

In principle, the Chinese government 
would not be against crypto 
technology, but their concern is to 
be able to control it. In this sense, 
NEO understood very early that they 
need to comply with traceability 
and identifications if they wanted to 
propose a blockchain platform in 
financial asset management. China will 
make so that Chinese blockchains are 
operated by Chinese to serve China in 
a Chinese way, just as they manage to 
have their own companies managing 
the web services.

Despite the bans on this ground, China 
did not prevent its citizens from holding 
bitcoin & co, and concerns about the 
mining power still largely in possession 
of Chinese comes from environmental 
and power economical grounds.

The good point of having China already 
expressed the toughest position they 
could is that now it cannot harm further 
on the crypto space. Nevertheless, the 
issue is that one-fifth of humankind 
thereby has now limited access to 
international crypto assets. Lately, 

the whole technology to escape its grip, 
with regulation passed to prevent Yuan 
to be changed to cryptocurrencies 
thereby ensuring the local’s money 
would not flow away.

In principle, the Chinese government 
would not be against crypto 
technology, but their concern is to 
be able to control it. In this sense, 
NEO understood very early that they 
need to comply with traceability 
and identifications if they wanted to 
propose a blockchain platform in 
financial asset management. China will 
make so that Chinese blockchains are 
operated by Chinese to serve China in 
a Chinese way, just as they manage to 
have their own companies managing 
the web services.

Despite the bans on this ground, China 
did not prevent its citizens from holding 
bitcoin & co, and concerns about the 
mining power still largely in possession 
of Chinese comes from environmental 
and power economical grounds.

The good point of having China already 
expressed the toughest position they 
could is that now it cannot harm further 
on the crypto space. Nevertheless, the 
issue is that one-fifth of humankind 
thereby has now limited access to 
international crypto assets. Lately, 
some articles mention that China 
would head towards regulating rather 
than an outright ban as today; it should 
be expected little opening though, but 
indeed if crypto assets become widely 
accepted elsewhere, China will not 
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some articles mention that China would head towards 
regulating rather than an outright ban as today; it 
should be expected little opening though, but indeed 
if crypto assets become widely accepted elsewhere, 
China will not accept to be distanced.
.
Taiwan
The country announces to plan a comprehensive 
crypto regulation for November 2018. This intervenes as 
the country host an anti-money laundering conference 
end of the year: the purpose is for Taiwan to be clear 
on its side to be able to debate serenely then on the 
matter.

Taiwan had until now appeared rather undecided on 
what they should do from a legal point of view about 
cryptos.

Note: a crypto entrepreneur (crypto-exchange 
platform) female candidate will run for Taipei mayor 
also in November. While this is still isolated, it is proof 
that crypto interests have made some people rich 
and these people want to defend their interests at the 
political level.

Singapore
The Little Red Dot is joint with HK a hub for Chinese 
ICO that cannot be done from Mainland China. This 
even though neither SG nor HK has clear specific rules 
for ICOs. As it is, the situation is to let people do an 
experiment. 

India
Cryptocurrencies are still illegal in India, where in 
fact trading of cryptos has been cracked down by 
preventing exchanges from obtaining banking services 
depending from the Reserve Bank of India. Indians 
individuals are trying to overcome this difficulty – in 
banks not depending on RBI. Moreover, in the parallel 
black market is developing, which is an issue while it 
makes it closer to illegal activities usages.
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Russia
A bill is presented to the Дума legislative assembly, 
that does not seem to address all question or not 
satisfactorily. The text seems quite heavy on controls, 
and blur in definitions. To be continued.

Belarus
Has recently approved very friendly cryptocurrencies 
regulations

Switzerland
Swiss crypto laws are taken as an example worldwide. 
Crypto is legal tender and legal to trade.

The Confédération Helvétique have divided coins into 
three categories: payment tokens like bitcoin, utility 
tokens that provide access to a service, and asset 
tokens that represent participation in hard assets, 
companies, or profit or capital flows. Any category 
can be ICOed, but only the latter have to comply with 
security obligations; payment tokens must comply 
with AML/ATF, and the utility token does not have to 
worry much about anything.
.
European Union:
EU has been as expected slow to move and among 
others, French ministery of finances Bruno Lemaire has 
proven his amateur understanding of the topic many 
times.

The countries in the EU and especially in the euro-
zone understand that the regulation they would issue 
can only be a common one. EU Commission has 
set-up an observatory for blockchain, and currently, 
experimentations for asset transfer thanks to the 
blockchain (various ones, Ethereum-based, Corda, 

etc.) are being conducted.

The European Parliament end April voted in favor of 
closer regulation for virtual currencies as part of its 
crackdown on money laundering and financing of 
terrorism. This will mean more constraint and checks 
as a burden on the exchange platform.

EU is rather unconcerned by the US issue on 
considering ICOs securities; the approach is to let it be.
The issue in European regulation is rather about GDPR 
that no one knows how blockchain can cope with, but 
this is a technical consideration to make it work.

French and Germans central bankers stand on the 
statements that cryptos are no currencies.

Note that dutch and Nordic countries show openness 
for using official blockchain tokens in replacement of 
fiat.

To end the anonymity associated with cryptocurrency, 
the EU stated that both cryptocurrency exchanges 
and wallet providers must introduce customer due 
diligence procedures, including identity verification, as 
is done in the banking sector.

UK
England has taken a “wait and see” posture until now, 
and actors starting by Ripple are now urging the prime 
minister to take measures to clarify frameworks so that 
they can work on firm soil. English people consider 
themselves somewhat lagging in the crypto field.

EUROPE
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United States of America
The US looks very much still focusing on ICOs. Some 
private interests call for SEC to speed up its thoughts 
to be able to work in certainty. However, overall, 
Americans are not yet ready to take positions. Some 
officials are starting to say that money vs. equity is 
not necessarily binary, but it is a spectrum (for what 
it can mean). Whatever, the current investigation to 
decide if Ripple and Ethereum are securities seems to 
balance in favor of Yes, given the efforts made by the 
foundations to promote the value of the tokens. The 
discussion to decide if ICO tokens are shares or note 
lies in their differences: stocks can only be changed 
for cash, an ICO token most of the time has an exotic 
function; then not all the reporting, auditing etc. that 
shares of companies have to do are applicable at all to 
tokens – despite that they trade, settle, change hand 
just like stocks, even if on a different support.

Each jurisdiction is concerned by itself, so the SEC 
worries on securities and the rest of the technology 
would be attended by which bureau is concerned. 
The fact that every state can deal differently does not 
help to have a good view of regulation there. Arizona 
and California, for instance, look eager to recognize 
information and securities registered on the blockchain. 

Canada
Canada takes a position of innovation in technology, 
due in part of the origin of Ethereum being in Toronto.
Then regulation concerns mining that many companies 
want to set-up in Québec due to very low electricity 
price, but Couillard claimed that Hydro-Québec would 
need to check the supply vs. demand before granting 
new contracts.

Apart from that on the acceptance of coins and ICOs, 
Canada is quite liberal for now.

NORTH AMERICA
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Various small countries, islands, and dominions are 
trying to take advantage of their financial hub reputation 
and facilities, including low taxes & fees and pass 
regulations especially attractive to crypto-businesses 
and ICOs:

• Gibraltar was making moves to be the first 
country to issue a regulation to legalize ICOs

• Liechtenstein wants to avoid excessive 
blockchain regulation

• Malta has attracted Finance, due to simply 
presenting a well established crypto regulation

• Belize did attract OKEx

• Bermuda who recently made a partnership 
with Binance, primarily to train a workforce able to 
propose financial services based on blockchain

• Marshall islands plan to issue their legal tender 
cryptocurrency

Venezuela
President N. Maduro issued its Petro token based on 
1 Petro = 1 barrel crude oil. Venezuela raised over 3 
Bn USD through this offering of tokenized oil, which is 
impacting the country’s economy.

Generally speaking, observers have expressed their 
skepticism. Some state that only foreigners could buy 
the Petro and only Venezuelans can spend it; others 
claim that it is a perversion of the cryptocurrencies 
spirit; many talks of a scam as no way is identified for 
the Venezuelan government to deliver back the crude 
oil in exchange for the Petro token.

Moreover, indeed whether you consider or not that you 
buy oil when you acquire a Petro, it remains to see if N. 
Maduro one day will buy back the token in exchange 
for the collateral in nature or its value in any sort of 
currency at a later time. Trusting Venezuela for such an 
operation is somewhat of a risk!

Australia and New Zealand
Australia has issued AML/CTF regulation for exchange 
and ask them to register since April 3rd, 2018. They are 
clarifying as well as ICO conditions.

More importantly, Australia followed Japan in declaring 
bitcoin a legal tender in July 2017. Overall, Australia is 
viewed as quite friendly open-minded towards cryptos.

OTHER COUNTRIES
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